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Two new watches  have been added to IWC's  portfolio, this  time taking inspiration from the desert. Image credit: IWC Schaffhausen

 
By NORA HOWE

Swiss watchmaker IWC Schaffhausen has teamed with streetwear and lifestyle platform Highsnobiety to debut two
new watches inspired by the U.S. Navy Fighter Weapons School, commonly known as Topgun.

The Big Pilot's Watch Perpetual Calendar Topgun Edition "Mojave Desert" and the Big Pilot's Watch Chronograph
Topgun are on display at Highsnobiety's newest concept store, GateZero. Located on the ground level of the Zurich
airport, GateZero carries luxury brands including Balenciaga, Bottega Veneta, Gucci, Loewe and Saint Laurent.

"When Highsnobiety approached us with their visionary concept of GateZero to enter a partnership to become a
main launch partner for the take over at Zurich Airport, we were immediately hooked," said Thomas Scheuring,
strategic brand planner at IWC Schaffhausen, Schaffhausen, Switzerland.

Full flight
As part of this partnership, IWC will take over the central space of the GateZero store with a display that pays homage
to the brand's history and celebrates the latest additions.

For the installation, Highsnobiety and IWC have curated an immersive digital and sculptural experience that intends
to evoke the landscape represented by its new "Mojave Desert" edition, taking visitors from the airport into the desert.
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Highsnobiety's  GateZero s torefront. Image credit: Highsnobiety

An accompanying film campaign and still imagery further draw inspiration from China Lake.

The "Mojave Desert" edition is one of IWC's newest designs, as it premiered at Watches & Wonders last year.

Using sand-colored ceramic a first for IWC's Big Pilot watch the piece takes inspiration from the dry region of China
Lake, a U.S Naval property located in the Western Mojave Desert region of California.

"The IWC Pilot's watches have always been the timepiece of choice for individuals who are non-conformist at heart
and have an adventurous and creative mindset," Mr. Scheuring said. "The 2021/22 Big Pilot campaign speaks the
exact same language and goes beyond the meaning of functional watches for just professional pilots."

The model features a dark brown dial with sand-colored hands and a beige rubber band. The relationship between
the timepiece and its inspiration is seen in the various earth tones used through the item.
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A post shared by IWC Schaffhausen (@iwcwatches)

The new effort was promoted on social media

First introduced in 2019, the Pilot's Watch Chronograph Topgun is also crafted from ceramic with a 69380-caliber
IWC-manufactured movement.

The watch features both a chronograph function and a display for the date and day of the week, as well as the
recognizable Topgun logo engraved on the case back.
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Lifestyle platforms enter luxury
As younger audiences start gaining more commercial power within the luxury space, their demands for digital
technology and casual lifestyles are influencing media.

Lifestyle platforms like Highsnobiety, Supreme and Hypebeast, among others, have been implementing new
strategies and projects to seamlessly engage both worlds.

Prior to its latest collaboration with IWC, Highsnobiety debuted a high art platform, including a Miami pop-up store,
ecommerce offerings and a print magazine. Entitled HighArt, the platform offers everything from crystals and
hoodies to tote bags, lipstick and beyond.

Highsnobiety's HighArt newly launched print magazine featured musical artist Bad Bunny as its debut cover star
(see story).

In September, U.S. retailer Neiman Marcus and digital streetwear and lifestyle publication Hypebeast joined forces
on a new virtual experience to showcase the fall sneaker releases from several luxury brands.

The digital retail experience was part of Neiman Marcus' "Re-introduce Yourself" fall campaign, and invites sneaker-
heads around the world to indulge in the world of luxury streetwear. In cultivating the digital campaign, Neiman
Marcus and Hypebeast connected their individual influences on global fashion to provide shoppers and readers
access to a reimagined retail experience (see story).

"How can we tell our story through physical and digital integration of the products and contents tailored to their
sophisticated audience of cultural pioneers?" Mr. Scheuring said. "In this context, 'being young' is more than a
generational thing it is  an attitude, a way how you live your life and look at things."
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